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Abstract:
Due to migration, terror-threats and the viral pandemic, various EU member states have re-established internal border control or
even closed their borders. European Association for Biometrics (EAB), a non-profit organisation, solicited the views of its members
on ways which biometric technologies and services may be used to help with re-establishing open borders within the Schengen
area while at the same time mitigating any adverse effects. From the responses received, this position paper was composed to
identify ideas to re-establish free travel between the member states in the Schengen area. The paper covers the contending needs
for security, open borders and fundamental rights as well as legal constraints that any technological solution must consider. A
range of specific technologies for direct biometric recognition alongside complementary measures are outlined. The interrelated
issues of ethical and societal considerations are also highlighted. Provided a wholistic approach is adopted, it may be possible to
reach a more optimal trade-off with regards to open borders while maintaining a high-level of security and protection of
fundamental rights. EAB and its members can play an important role in fostering a shared understanding of security and mo bility
challenges and their solutions.

Disclaimer:
The ideas described in this paper on possible technological solutions are provisional and subject to further discussion.
EAB reserves the right to modify and update the paper.

Keywords: biometrics; face recognition; iris recognition: vulnerability analysis; internal border control, privacy preserving
technology

1. Introduction
The European Commission has recently established a Schengen Forum in order to discuss, in a gathering of the
member state Ministers of Home Affairs and Members of the European Parliament, measures to reinforce common
security and mobility in the Schengen area. This forum is needed in order to re-establish and guarantee the
functioning of the Schengen area and maintaining its security. In spite of the legal commitments established by the
Schengen treaty, recent incidents in the last six years have created a reality of border controls between member
states. New technologies and innovation shall be explored, to achieve the Schengen objective, by discussing best
practices and identifying the role of security research and innovation. Such technologies can either be pro-active
and prevent an incident (e.g. a terror attack) or re-active and help the criminal investigation of an incident, as it is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Pro-active measure, to prevent an incident and re-active measure in criminal investigations.
The objective of this position paper is to highlight technology that can reinforce common security and free mobility
in the Schengen area. Despite the promise of technology, we must acknowledge the limitations of this paper:
seamless traveller flow versus loss of privacy with tracking technology versus long transaction-time in border control
may be seen as three corners of a triangle and it may not be possible to position ourselves in all corners at the
same time, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: tracking technology versus loss of privacy versus long transaction-time in border control
While prior to 2015 internal borders in the Schengen area were not controlled, in the year 2021 the reality is that
internal borders are partially controlled or even closed for reasons discussed in the subsequent section. One of the
consequences is that industr that relies on just in time deliver of suppl goods, is facing disruptions of their
production processes. The European society can now either lean towards the status with free movement and no
interactive border control (and not waiting times) with selected deployment of new technology at borders for lawful
identification of vehicles and/or individuals on atchlists or return to a seamless travel without any internal border
control and no recognition technology, which will constitute a full risk of being attacked as a society or maintain the
status of 2021.
The issue of how to abolish the internal borders that some EU Member States have temporarily reintroduced on
their territories after several terrorist attacks and the current pandemic cannot be solely addressed from a technical
perspective. The use of biometric technologies to re-establish the freedom to move within the Schengen area raises
privacy, ethical, and societal issues (see Section 8 for more details). From a legal perspective, not only should a
legal analysis on the necessity and legitimacy to use biometric technologies in these specific contexts be carried
out, but each biometric solution should also be preceded b an impact assessment on individuals rights and
freedoms. Finally, using biometric technologies in the context of terrorist threats is not similar, in terms of necessity
and proportionality, to using them in the context of a pandemic threat. These purposes need to be considered
separately.
The selection of technologies and issues presented in this position paper are based on the academic and industrial
experience of the European Association for Biometrics (EAB) members who contributed to the paper. We are
convinced that suggested concepts have the potential for being developed and deployed. Prior to a deployment,
intensive testing scenario and operational testing with the involvement of relevant authorities would be required.

1.1 Legal constraints and Related Considerations
This position paper provides insights on biometric solutions based on different biometric characteristics and other
(computer vision) based technologies that the European Commission could consider. However, it should be
preceded by legal advice on the impacts of such technologies on individuals' rights and freedoms (including the
potentially sever effect of these solutions on the freedom to move within the EU). Besides, the paper does not
prejudge the legality, necessity, proportionality and acceptability of these technologies.
The technical propositions described below comprise generally the collection and the use of one or another type of
biometric data from individuals. While using such data offers opportunities, including for travelling and free
movement, biometric data use in the border control context also poses risks to fundamental rights guaranteed in
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, including to the right to human dignity and to integrity, to the right to privacy
and data protection, and to non-discrimination [EU2012]. This is reconfirmed in the EU s Fundamental Rights
Agenc s report Under watchful eyes (2018). For this reason, one shall first and foremost assess whether additional
biometric data collection/use interfere with such rights, and if so, is nevertheless strictly necessary in a democratic
societ for an legitimate purpose. This requires more than being desirable or even reasonable . In some cases,
there will be no pressing social need for biometric data collection/use, e.g. to bind vaccination/test/recovery
certificates to a person, if and because standardized certificates are issued by each MS and collaboration is
guaranteed over a trusted digital network operated by the MS and the Commission, allowing cross-border
verification of the validity thereof [EU2021]. The strict necessity shall also be questioned e.g., if terrorism attacks or
threats are decreasing or if this could lead to constant surveillance. Furthermore, this test requires also that the
biometric data shall be effective for reaching the objective while not being replaceable by less harmful means. If all
these conditions are fulfilled, the proportionality of the measure is assured, by weighting the competing interests. In
other words, and foremost, a thorough impact assessment on fundamental rights and of the strict necessity and
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proportionality is required ex ante and is essential. In addition to this, the applicable data protection regulation shall
be respected as well, as well as ethical and societal concerns being taken into account.
The technical propositions described below will be embedded in existing or new IT and management infrastructures
with information about individuals, whether refugees, EU citizens/travellers or Third Country Nationals (TCN). It will
be essential to determine from the beginning which public/private bodies and entities shall be responsible and take
control (also as data controllers), what the precise objectives and purposes are of the collection and use of the
personal data (purpose specification principle), which personal data is needed while respecting data minimisation
and which entities need access.
The different options for the reestablishment of smooth travel within and across the Schengen zone described by
this study require careful assessment from legislative, business and technical perspective. Indeed, while the existing
regulations such as EES - Regulation (EU) 2017/2226 [EU2017], SISII - Regulation (EC) No 1987/2006 [EU2006]
and Interoperability - Regulation (EU) 2019/817 [EU2019] with their respective implementing acts define the legal
boundaries for technologies and processes to be used, several potential options proposed by this study may result
in major impacts on the existing central and national solutions (infrastructure, facility layouts, national processes) in
place. Therefore, assessing the options based on their level of complexity and expected implementation timeline is
of utmost importance.
1.
2.

3.

Category 1 - short term goals (3 to 9 months):
Solutions fitting the existing regulations and achievable in short terms with the existing
infrastructure and other national constraints.
Category 2 medium term goals (9 24 months):
Solutions complying with the regulations in force but requiring amendments to the related
implementing and/or delegating acts, and/or
Solutions requiring moderate level investments to either or both the national and/or the central
EU systems / infrastructure. These solutions may require exceptional budget allocation and
additional resources for unforeseen projects.
Category 3 long term goals (over 24 months):
Solutions requiring changes to the existing regulations and related implemented acts, and/or
Solutions with major impacts on either or both national and central side, requiring preliminary
pilots, proof of concepts, national and central call for tenders, infusion of high budget and
resources.

1.2 Expectations
The elimination of the current border controls and the facilitation of free travel in the Schengen area in a postpandemic era depends i) on a secure and reliable identification of the traveller (based on the integrity of his or her
documented identity) and ii) on the reliable and secure establishment of his or her health status. Both objectives
require state-of-the art, secure and interoperable documentation (either in physical or digital form factor) as well as
trusted data sources delivering the base data for this documentation (e.g., secure breeder documents such as birth
certificates as the foundation of EU passports and ID cards, trusted national health infrastructures as the source for
standardized heath related proofs). If these interoperable documentations are securely issued by the Member
States and subsequently validated by applications using advanced and privacy-preserving technologies in all
Member States, free and secure travel in the Schengen area will return.

2. Reasons for current border control and its purpose
Diverse reasons exist that have motivated member states over the last six years, to depart from the objectives of
the Schengen treaty and effectively re-establish border control. Some have even closed the border for nonnationals. Despite the legal commitments of the treaty the de-facto status of new control or closure is justified with
exceptions, which were declared as temporary but turned to be de-facto permanent for several years. The
technology described in the sub-sequent sections may not serve all the reasons and in consequence a deployment
of technology will not avoid internal border control, if other reasons prevail. Wherever possible we will refer with
proposed concepts to one of the three following reasons:
Migration
The interstate wars and the civil wars in the Middle-East region and in Africa in the last two decades
impacted a strong increase of refugees moving over the Mediterranean and the Balkan route to the
Schengen area. These streams were associated in parts with tragic maritime salvage. While a legal
regulation for the country responsible for the asylum application was established in 2013 with the Dublin
regulation [Dub2020] the massive uncontrolled arrival of migrants and asylum seekers in 2015 and
thereafter put a strain on many Member States. European stakeholders have requested a distribution
based on the principle of solidarity and shared responsibility, which led to the revision of the Dublin
regulation in 2020. However, the evolving situation has caused the introduction of new controls.
Terror threats
While the European culture was formed based on tolerance and the respect of different political or religious
opinions, the last decades led to an increase of acts of terror conducted by individuals or criminal networks.
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The tragic incidents as in Paris, Brussels, Berlin, Nice and recently Vienna are examples. Actors are in
most cases citizens/inhabitants of the attack country. These terror attacks were the reason for Members
States to establish border control as pro-active and/or re-active measure.
Pandemic threats
The Covid-19 spread since early 2020 reached the Member States unprepared. In our global world the
only effective countermeasure is vaccinating the population. Member States may reintroduce temporary
border controls at internal borders if justified for reasons of public policy or internal security. In
an extremely critical situation, a Member State can identify a need to reintroduce border controls as a
reaction to the risk posed by a contagious disease. While the development of effective vaccination was
conducted in record time, Member States indeed reduced the risk for their own population by not only
controlling travellers entering the Schengen area but also conducting corona testing at internal borders
and eventually even closing the borders for non-nationals.
Analysing the above reasons for border we can identify three purposes of the border control:
1.) limit the migration / follow the flow of refugees
2.) detect and prevent terror / support after-event forensic investigations
3.) limit the spread of pandemic diseases.
While seeking for technology that can facilitate again free passenger journey without border control, we must
therefore identify, which of our suggested technology can address what purpose in addition to the overall intrinsic
purpose, namely facilitating free travel. In addition, our suggestions are addressing two meta-goals
4.) augmenting process with privacy enhancing technology (PET)
5.) defining more robust biometric capture technology with enhanced security by Presentation Attack
Detection (PAD), which cannot be attacked by malicious capture subjects.
We must anticipate that the pressure behind migration will increase with the climate change, which will may result
in the long term regions in Africa to become uninhabitable, yet no technology described in this paper can reduce
said pressure. Neither can technology reduce the motivation of individuals from joining violent radicalisation
resulting in acts of terror. On the contrary distribution of radical opinions is spread via social media an attack
vector that did not exist 20 years ago. Only a political agenda leading to solidarity in a European society shaped by
diversity and solidarity can be of help.

3. Use cases of control measures
When travelling in the Schengen area and when departing/arriving at airports, seaports, railways station or bus
station, comprising the following main use cases must be distinguished:
Facilitating the passenger journey at airport
Passenger journey starts at airport when presenting for the first time at the self-check-in or baggage drop
kiosk. Upon presenting a booking QR-code (mobile application or printed booking), passenger then
presents biometric passport: in a recommended embodiment, a 3D facial biometric enrolment is performed
and a live 2D picture is extracted to be verified against the biometric passport picture. The facial biometric
hash is then stored in the mobile application of the Passenger or contained in the printed QR-code of the
boarding pass. Passenger can then display or present the QR-code at security border (in that specific
case, presenting the biometric passport only would be the main scenario), access kiosk in the connecting
flights area, airport lounges, boarding gate, special luggage zone, land border or exit gate. In case of using
a mobile application, the biometric pseudonymous identifier [ISO24745], will be securely stored and will
be reused by passenger for further travels, regardless of the company, airport, EU country. Note that in
case of a printed QR-code, the QR-code containing the enrolment will be valid only for one roundtrip travel.
Of course, QR-code shall be digitally signed.
Facilitating the passenger journey at the railway station, sea ports, bus station
Similarly, to the airport use case, passenger travelling by train can present an European ID-card or
passport at the check-in kiosk then perform a facial biometric enrolment that will also be stored either in
the mobile application of the passenger biometric or printed out in QR-code ticket. Passenger can then
present the QR-code at the platform kiosk to access the train. Like for the airport use case, passenger
on t have to go to the check-in kiosk to enrol for the next trip (or return trip) as long as a mobile application
is being used.
Anticipating/Detecting terror
Verifying the identity of a driver is one of the means that can be used to anticipate/limit possible terrorist
attacks. Upon arriving at the rental location, passenger will present at the check-in kiosk, and follow the
same registering flow as the airport use case (plus verifying her driving license). In a first step, trucks, vans
or pick-ups can be equipped with the same 2-FA technologies mentioned before (e.g., a QR-code reader
or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) reader for their mobile wallet and a 3D camera installed in the driver cabin).
To start the car, the registered driver in the contract and at check-in must be the one on the driver seat.
Continuous and passive facial verification can be performed during the travel: if after 1 minute, there s a
driver change, car can automatically raise an alarm to the rental central to alert a driver s change.
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Verifying EU citizens in quarantine
At airport, railway station, bus station or seaport, passenger shows QR-code to land border or exit gate at
arrival. If travel passenger ID and vaccination passport ID have been linked, land border gate can verify if
ou should be placed in quarantine or not (vaccinated, PCR test is negative ). If authorities ant to verif
it is really you who is placed in quarantine, police can visit you at the hotel, use an autonomous tablet to
read your travel QR-code and vaccination QR-code. Tablet can be eventually be equipped with a camera
to double-check your identity
Success criteria for these uses cases are:
User Experience
Inclusivity
Security Levels
Interoperability
Data Privacy & Protection Compliance
Quick Roll-Out
Costs

4. Seamless and robust biometric border control
Innovative biometric recognition, proposed in the next subsections, requires either
local storage of biometric reference data (e.g., face images, finger images) on personal devices or
Machine-Readable Travel Documents (MRTD) and the biometric verification WITH Schengen internal
border control points

Figure 4: Border control with some biometric verification

currently at some internal Schengen borders.

or
central/national storage of biometric reference data in an identification application WITHOUT Schengen
internal physical border control points but with a biometrically-enable virtual control using sensors at a
distance. Such a system will retain and act on data allowed by current legislation for individuals who are
legally entered on relevant watchlists (e.g., all suspect terrorist or open trace face images in EUROPOL
/ all migrants in EURODAC / missing persons in EUROPOL / politicall e posed persons PEP, ). If a
data subject is not on a relevant list, then the biometric and associated data are NOT retained and may
be immediately deleted. The infrastructure must reliably destroy all data that does not relate to watchlist
entries and such systems must be trusted to include necessary safeguard mechanisms by means of
certification.

Figure 5: electronic border control at a distance with biometric identification
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With the suggested measures for seamless and robust biometric border control we will observe a shift from physical
border control with inspecting officers to an electronic check (e.g., remote biometric sensors will allow recognition
on the move). Yet the principle of a virtual border control will remain. The electronic checkpoint may also flag those
who may pose an infection threat based on central records and sensor data. But there is no need to record and
track those who are not on any watch list or pose a threat, thus ensuring the privacy and rights of the vast majority
of the travellers.
4.1 Face recognition
A contact-less technology to authenticate (1 to 1 comparison) or to identify (1 to many comparisons) an individual
from a face image. During authentication a probe image is compared to a reference image from a claimed identity.
During identification a probe image is compared to a list (e.g., watchlist) of reference images (e.g., video
surveillance). In the vast majority of applications, probes and references are from the same domain (i.e., the visual
spectra aka. RGB). However, face recognition can also be performed when probes and references are from different
spectra (e.g., near-infrared, 3D or Thermal) - this is referred to as heterogenous face recognition [Pereira 2019].
This is of particular interest when probe face images are captured with novel sensing technologies deployed for a
dual use, for instance a thermal camera deployed in an airport for temperature screening (to detect a symptom of
an infectious disease) can also be used for face recognition against a passport face photograph. Face recognition
under the influence of masks is discussed in Annex 4.
4.2 Iris and periocular recognition on the move at a distance
Partial faces can be expected in unconstrained environments, such as distant or on-the-move capture processes,
but also in controlled ones due to the use of masks. The negative effect of masks is shown in the NIST FRVT
[NISTFRVT] with >100 identity recognition algorithms which, after more than a year of pandemic, still yield higher
error rates. The ocular area, by itself, holds powerful keys of identity [Alonso2018], soft-biometrics [Alonso2021], or
expression [Alonso2018b], which motivates their use as a stand-alone biometric modality. Also, capturing the ocular
region requires less cooperation than the entire face or the iris texture, so it is suitable for unconstrained scenarios
or masks.
4.3 Soft biometric recognition
In recent years soft-biometrics, including demographics attributes (gender, age, ethnicity), are receiving attention
due to its permanence and a relative degree of distinctiveness [Bec2019]. In real-world scenarios such as distant
acquisition [Tom2014] or partial face view [Alonso2021], demographics attributes can be retrieved even without
active cooperation. In such unconstrained scenarios where a main modality (e.g., face recognition) may struggle,
these attributes can help to improve biometric recognition by complementing the main modality [Sun2018].
Demographics attributes also have applicability in other tasks of interest for this paper, such as continuous user
verification after initial authentication with a stronger modality that demands cooperation, or search of individuals in
video data fulfilling certain attributes

4.4 Contactless finger- and vein recognition
Hygiene concerns have increased societal resistance to the use of contact-based sensors. These concerns have
in turn fuelled research efforts in 2D or 3D contactless fingerprint recognition systems. Both the capture and
processing of fingerprints must usually be adapted to contactless capture processes, before traditional minutiae
extractors and comparators can be used. On the positive side, fingerprint images acquired using contactless
devices do not exhibit the deformations caused by pressing the finger onto a surface that characterise images
acquired from contact-based devices. 4/5-Finger acquisition systems are an attractive way for fast and convenient
capture.
Hand-vein biometric systems (i.e., palm vein recognition) are mostly operated in contactless-manner nowadays
(e.g. in laptop or ATM authentication) while (commercial) finger vein recognition typically relies on a contact-based
approach. Only recently, some contactless finger-vein systems have also been designed and tested in a controlled
environment (e.g. [Kuz2020]).
In order to facilitate mobile border control (e.g., in trains), there are smartphone apps on the market, which claim to
be able to capture vein images from the hand without the need for extra hardware [Uhl2020].

4.5 Multimodal contactless biometric corridor
This idea aims to introduce a biometric corridor for travellers (Airports, Train stations, bus stations, etc.) to achieve
reliable, trustworthy and seamless authentication. Entering the biometric corridor may be reserved to certain
categories of travellers (depending on the crossing point), who must enter it through a portal verifying specific
electronic ID (and health) credentials to grant them access to the corridor. The multimodal biometric corridor is
equipped with several cameras located at different angles and the passport reader. Travellers can scan their
passport and pass through the multimodal biometric corridor to capture multimodal biometric characteristics not
limiting to face, periocular, iris-on-move and gait. The final authentication decision can be reached based on
combining the individual decision from the biometric characteristics. Further, the corridors can be equipped with
multispectral cameras that further improve the verification performance by introducing the robustness to the
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environmental lightings also can be used to detect the presentation attacks. Finally, the 3D cameras can also be
accommodated to compensate for the pose issues that can be encountered with the corridor.
Assuring high recognition accuracy to speed up the process during check-in, border checks, and boarding
operations and requiring information at the transfer desk also suggests the possibility of adopting multi-modal
options for biometric recognition [Ross2006]. For example, contactless iris, contactless fingerprint and palmprint,
finger-vein/palm-vein, and facial recognition can be used sequentially to provide the user with an increasing
probability of passing the authentication stage and discouraging attackers and impostors from other people
impersonation or to avoid recognition. Sequential fusion may reduce the full cooperation of the user because the
biometric submission ould follo a possible user s setting aimed at ma imi e the authentication probabilit
[Marcialis2009]. Multi-modal biometrics have been shown on average to be more robust to presentation attacks
and constitute an excellent deterrent [Biggio2017]. Furthermore, providing effective artefacts for contactless
biometrics, such as iris, finger-vein, and palm-vein, requires high specialization and motivation [Marcel2019].
Finally, they can avoid touching multiple capture devices surfaces, a matter of great help in facilitating traveling in
pandemic times. Other general hygiene aspects and best practices are further discussed in Section 8.
4.6 Attack detection
Presentation attacks (PA) are attempts to subvert the system using a fake artefact (such as gummy fingers) and
pose a severe threat to the security of biometric systems. This is especially critical in unattended scenarios, making
necessary automatic techniques to detect PA. Solutions to distinguish between a bona fide subject in front of the
capture device and artefacts include multispectral acquisition [Tol2020], analysis of static properties of the image
(e.g. skin pores, light reflections, image artifacts, texture), or dynamic properties (e.g. challenges by lip-reading,
video captchas [Kol2007], or voluntary/unvoluntary actions like blinking, gazing, smiling, etc.) [Sous2014,
Ragh2017]. The vulnerability of face recognition systems to Morphing Attacks (MA) and detection of such attacks
is also receiving great attention [Ven2021]. In MA, the face image contained in the e-passport is a morphed image
composed by combination of the photos of two parent images. An e-passport with a morphed face image can be
used by both subjects since the morphed face image can be verified against both of them, but only one identity (the
name written in the passport) would be recorded in the system log.
4.7 Self registration
Self-registration before and/or after border crossing with face recognition. Traveller could enrol and verify document
(NFC) before travel, and could be prompted additional control after crossing. Could be combined with face
recognition control points or random controls for areas that is less controlled (e.g., airport). Could be combined with
random facial control of a subset of cars and control points at other points of interest (e.g., gas stations? If the
traveller opted-in for self-control before and after crossing, one can use beacon trackers to verify seamless that
travellers have their enrolled phone with them. A pre-enrolled traveller will drive a bit slow in a specific lane at the
border but no need to stop unless flagged, do a post-check of biometrics after travel.
4.8 Privacy preserving solutions
Current solutions for biometric deployment do operate with protected (i.e., encrypted) biometric databases, but not
sufficiently protected to guarantee privacy preservation even in case of data loss and the used encryption scheme
being broken. This is highly problematic, as we have seen many attacks against biometric systems being facilitated
by compromised biometric template databases (e.g., inversion attacks & presentation attacks to name two
prominent examples). In order to achieve trust in public perception, privacy preserving technologies should be
implemented in the early stage of the design of a biometric based system. This is reflected in the need to design
privacy compliant biometric systems architectures and to design privacy enhancing techniques for the protection of
biometric templates.
From an architectural point of view, templates can be stored in a distributed or centralised manner. Of course, a
distributed way to store biometric templates (on tokens like smartcards, ID-documents) is clearly better in terms of
privacy preservation, as there is no single point of attack. As for the privacy enhancing techniques, cancellable
biometrics come probably closest what in public is considered to be privacy preserving, as biometric templates can
be changed in case of compromise or in case of regular security updates just like we are used to do when changing
passwords. Other important security and privacy questions do arise in case personal smartphones are considered
to be integrated into an authentication architecture [Bodetti2018], [Drozd2019b]. Being untrusted devices per
definition, an involvement is certainly problematic. Also, the intense use for private communications makes
smartphones a problematic device when it comes to privacy-preserving technology.

5. Compensatory measures - physical and smartphone bound support
This section proposes measures that are independent from a biometric verification or identification application, but
could well be combined with a biometric service.
5.1 Birth certificates
During the migration crisis the verification of the citi en s identit against breeder documents (such as internationally
standardised birth certificates) was not possible. Neither was it possible to have a cross-national verification of the
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documented information. Subsequently not even a reliable information about the age of many juvenile refugees
was available in the processes, operated by member states. The definition of an ISO/IEC standard for birth
certificates and the registration of such certificates by a global institution (i.e., United Nations) could on the long
range solve such problem. It has been shown, that such birth certificates can have a biometric link to a persistent
biometric characteristic such as the iris or the fingerprint, which does not change over the live time [Buchmann2016].

Figure 6: Proposed birth certificate from the FIDELITY project [FIDELITY2016].
Left: Draft product design. Right: Sizes of barcodes correspond to the approximated storage requirement for the
compressed biometric sample.
5.2 Identity document validation technology (IDVT) is an umbrella term used to describe various ways of
checking the validity of physical identity and travel documents. The checking must be commensurate with its
usage. IDVT performs one or more of the following functionalities:
o
o
o
o

Checking that the document is authentic or genuine that it has not been tampered with, and
that is not forged or counterfeited.
Checking that the document is still valid (i.e., not yet expired).
Checking that the document holder is its o ner b comparing the holder s live face image
against the recorded image stored electronically or printed on the physical ID document.
Checking that the information on card or stored in the barcode is valid. For example, check that
the address is valid, and the card holder still lives in the recorded residential address.

5.3 Digital traveller credential
Specifications for the Digital Traveler Credential Physical Component (DTC-PC) that are currently being drafted,
will open-up the possibility to store additional data into the DTC Virtual Component (DTC-VC). This will enable
States to issue type-2 DTCs with health information incorporated. Consequently, that would eliminate the need for
a separate health certificate.
5.4 Corona free test certificate and vaccination certificate
In the context of the pandemic, all stakeholders are looking to develop accessible, secure and interoperability
solutions that enable the competent authorities, such as issuance and verifier entities to generate and to verify a
forgery proof certificate (ex: a QR code) attesting the existence of a valid vaccination certificate, a covid-19 test
result or a proven immunity period. The results in printed and digital versions should be binding to an identity and
must respect the data privacy regulation in both cases. Because of the risk of false certificates, but also because of
the need to guarantee and to facilitate free movement in the Union, the Commission proposed a framework for so
called Digital Green Certificates [EU2021], which are interoperable and verifiable certificates with information about
vaccination, testing and/or recovery. When crossing borders, the signature of the certification authority is checked.
Biometric information could in itself be useful for binding the certificates to the right person when presenting the
certificate at the borders. Yet another option is a traveller s mobile application ith this private data about health
which the officer at the border can read only when confirming the request on the mobile phone.
Governments identify accredited laboratories and provide them with multi-factor authentication to access
government platform and generate Digital Seal for signing health certificates. By doing so government set-up trusted
ecosystem within country and could use ICAO Visible Digital Seal standard for international recognition of the health
certificates. ICAO VDS is an internationally recognized standard of a 2D bar code for sealing health certificates for
travel-related purposes. The VDS is signed using a Country Signing Certification Authority (CSCA) Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), which is already used for signing ePassports. A dedicated PKI can also be developed for health
purposes. Therefore, the secure exchange of public keys can be done using a Public Key Directory (PKD) either
operated by EU or by WHO. Based on privacy by design approach, the health data are not required to be stored
in any central database. The traveller is the only holder of his medical results and can select which data will be
presented to the verifier for the verification. For the travel within Schengen Area, a traveller could display ICAO VDS
and verifier should access only to minimum data such as name, surname, passport number,
vaccination/PCR/immunity result (e.g., green = ok, red = not ok).
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5.5 FIDO2 and PKI
FIDO2 is a specification proposed by the FIDO Alliance which enables any relying party (RP) such as government
agencies and commerce to authenticate users securely without using passwords. Instead, they are replaced by the
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) protocol. When a user first enrols themselves, a cryptographic key-pair is created,
which consists of a private and a public key. The private key is kept secret and remains on the device, whereas the
public key is transmitted to the Relying Party (RP) which it stores in its FIDO server backend. Leveraging on strong
industrial supports, FIDO has the potential tool to allow users store eMRTD, eID or ePassport using a smartphone
that they already carry with them anyway. In a white paper [Elfers2020] the Fido alliance explains how FIDO2 can
support the deployment of electronic identity tokens in accordance with eIDAS article 8. The technology is appealing
because of the following reasons:
o Popular browsers have already implemented WebAuthn
o Biometrics used in eID can be readily integrated with FIDO
o Biometrics data required for authentication never leaves the device (it is decentralized)
o The uses are in control of their data

6. Compensatory measures - smartphone tracking of suspects
A technology that can address the terror threat (Section 2.2) and only that threat is the recognition of personal
devices and the tracking thereof. This approach must be considered as highly privacy invasive and it is questionable
whether such data use under the European legislation is proportional. The idea of the approach is to derive from
the hardware of the device and from the SIM-card a pseudonymous device identifier. For smartphone users that
are known to have a terroristic motivation or to be closely related to known extremists, the device identifier can be
registered in a central system. In support of forensic pro-active actions of police operations such device identifiers
could be tracked via the cell registration and the physical approaching of the device to a critical infrastructure
(parliament, nuclear power plant etc.) could raise an alarm and trigger police pro-active actions.
Biometric link of data subject to a smartphone
Tracking of a smartphone is of limited benefit, if the device is used by multiple individuals. Biometric recognition can
establish a strong link between a data subject and the device. Such a link can be based on biological characteristics
(e.g., capturing face, periocular and ear) or behavioural characteristics (e.g., voice, gait, typing etc.). Research has
shown that recognition accuracy of such methods is sufficiently good for a verification approach needed in this
context [Raja2015], [Alonso2018], [Nautsch2019], [Nickel2011], [Martinez2014]. Activating such biometric
recognition in a device of a terrorist suspect remains a challenge and poses legal questions in the absence of
consent.
The widespread availability of sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes in smartphones, and more recently
inclinometers, has opened the way for the development of gait monitoring algorithms. The introduction of deep
learning neural network techniques into this field has made it possible to achieve very high accuracy in biometric
authentication of individuals based on the way they move, which is now comparable to the results achieved by the
best biometric algorithms.
Another technique to link data subject to smartphones and does not require physical contact with the user is auricle
shape recognition. The smartphone front camera is used to acquire an image of the ear as the handset is brought
closer to the head. Also, such an image can be acquired using external cameras. This technique, to which machine
learning has also been introduced, is characterised by high efficiency while being immune to factors that hinder
facial recognition, such as make-up, facial hair and anti-viral masks.

7. Compensatory measures - computer vision for vehicle tracking and
biometric vehicle binding
7.1 Number plate recognition
In the Netherlands, a pilot, then known as @Migo-Boras, was set up around 2010 [Amigo2010], patrolling the
borders with Belgium and Germany in an area of 20 km by mobile and fixed ANP cameras on highways, checking
car license plates against multiple police databases aiming to stop illegal immigrants and criminals. The project,
which came after a similar initiative in Denmark (which was in the meantime stopped) was criticized as it was
considered as re-establishing border control and leading to surveillance. Thereafter, the project was somehow
modified, renamed as Mobile Surveillance Securit (MTV) and continued in 2011 for then onl about 6 hours a
day, and maximum 90 hours per month. Research in close collaboration ith the border police ( Marechaussee )
indicated that there was a shift in use from migration control to combating crime and that the impact of the
technolog on the decision taken during MTV checks of the border police overall remained limited since the
information they receive is often not specific enough and the see little added value in the intelligent camera s stem
[Dekkers2019].
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7.2 Car and subject tracking
Biometrics and computer vision in combination can contribute to free movements effectively. Vehicles (via drivers)
or travellers, can send information on traveller(s), vehicle and/or cargo details in advance via mobile apps. Later, at
the border, cameras can detect and verify identities of travellers and cars while checking for presentation attacks
or counterfeited identity documents with minimal time loss. To verify identities, different modalities can be applicable
(section 4) depending on the concrete scenario, such as: face recognition (collaborative), iris/periocular at a
distance (e.g., biometric corridor, or when masks are in use), fingerprint or finger vein (both contact and contactless).
Regarding vehicles and cargo, cameras can automatically 1) recognize plate, and 2) recognize "mechanical
properties" of the vehicle, and verify the outcome with what the registration plate information and information
submitted in advance is claiming, e.g., on brand, unloaded weight, size, brand, color etc.
7.3 Detecting attacks with large goods vehicles
The consequences of kidnapping a vehicle could be mitigated by knowing the identity of passengers continuously,
initiating an alarm if it is driven by a non-eligible driver, or if there is a violent act inside. Continuous biometric
identification can be achieved without active collaboration via dynamic ocular and mouth region information,
including visual speech and facial expressions (without audio) [Alonso2018, Faraj2007] As a pro-active measure
face and periocular recognition will prevent future terror threats like the Berlin or Nice incident. The concept
suggests to establish a strong biometric link between an airplane or truck and the authorized pilot or driver. This
specifically relevant, if such large-scale and large goods vehicle (i.e. larger than 3,5 tons) is transporting valuable
goods (humans) or dangerous goods (chemicals, nuclear material etc.). With little modification of the vehicle control
units, the biometric system can stop the mobility of the massive vehicle, if the biometric verification of the enrolled
pilot / driver fails [Busch2001]. Also, by surveillance, heavy unexpected vehicles or with an abnormal speed close
to critical areas (e.g., a nuclear power-plant or pedestrianized streets) can be detected, triggering early alerts before
they reach the area.

8. Privacy, ethical and societal considerations
Biometric technologies are one of the management tools used to control the external borders of the Schengen area
and ensure securit ( to fight against terrorism and serious crime , see for instance the Council of the EU,
Strengthening the EU s e ternal borders ). But their use inside the Schengen area is a novelt as this does concern
third-country nationals and EU citizens and residents. Such an extension for the sake of internal security should be
subject to a democratic debate. From a societal perspective, using biometric technologies to secure the internal
Schengen area could have the paradoxical effect of recreating invisible borders with the risk of constant
surveillance. Their use needs to be balanced with and assessed against their impacts on individuals fundamental
rights. Due to their characteristics and specific link to an individual, biometric data are not only sensitive data, but
they also have the ability to reveal sensitive information (such as ethnicity or health condition). Yet, individuals might
prefer to conceal these pieces of information, which could be used to discriminate against them. Besides the rights
to privacy and data protection, biometric technologies might affect the right to non-discrimination, have a chilling
effect on the freedom to move and on the freedom of assembly, and potentially infringe the EU general principle of
proportionality. According to that principle, public authorities need to strike a balance between the purpose of their
action and the means they use to reach it. They also need to balance the collective security against the protection
of fundamental rights.
Demographic fairness
An essential consideration in all deployments of biometric systems is that, in as far as possible, operational
performance in terms of accuracy is not biased towards a particular population subgroup, be that ethnicity, disability,
age rage or other characteristic. It is vital therefore that developers and implementors ensure that systems are
proven on a representative population with respect to the final deployment environment, including with a juvenile
population if operationally appropriate. In order to achieve fairness, it is important that representative training
datasets become available, which is currently a blocking issue for both Member States and eu-LISA. Likewise,
consideration need be given to acceptability of a proposed solution across the widest possible population.
Characteristics such as physical and mental disabilities, and cultural considerations (for example, in clothing) may
preclude individual subjects from interacting (successfully or otherwise) with a biometric system. Implementations
should make allowances for population characteristics with methods such as adaptive thresholds or utilising multiple
modalities. In doing so it is important, however, that the security afforded by an implementation is not compromised.
Security by design
The acceptability of biometrics systems would greatly increase if people and institutions were aware that the
acquired facilities were much more relevant than the risks connected to the invasiveness of the authentication
procedure. To this goal, the security-by-design paradigm, which was developed in software engineering
[Bergh2019], gives the basis of an intrinsicall secure s stem, here the issues involving vulnerabilities, internal
or external attacks, by physical or virtual means, are taken into account during the architecture design phase. In
particular, the human-in-the-loop possible errors or traps exhibit a crucial role in people trusting
[Chattopadhyay2017]. The proposed paradigm can be easily adopted in biometric systems that must pass as good
solutions and not as bridges to further and crucial security breaches. In other words, we believe that encouraging
the formali ation and development of the secure-by-design paradigm in biometrics b academies and companies
may lead to a generation of authentication systems fully trusted by institutions and common people.
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Paper-based credentials
In addition to accessibility, there needs to be further consideration on the inclusive role digital devices play. Although
there is no doubt that mobile phones boost tremendously the adoption of digital identity and its related services, the
identity of a person cannot be restricted to a single device approach or connectivity availabilities. Therefore, in order
to be inclusive at social and technical levels and not dependent on contextual environments, other alternatives
should be considered such as: paper-based credentials, which could be enhanced with printed privacy respecting
biometric link. While paper-based credentials can be faked, forged, or counterfeited, the identity document
validation technology as discussed in Section 5 should be considered.
Hygienic precaution
Cross-border movements of people must not increase the spread of diseases by pathogens organisms such as
bacteria, viruses, or other microorganisms that can cause diseases. Pathogens can stay on the surfaces of contactbased biometric devices (e.g., finger, finger vein, palm vein and hand geometry capture devices), apparatuses, or
furniture including turnstiles and gateways so they can pose significant risks to disease spreading. The following
best practices can be recommended for devices and apparatuses used in cross-border scenarios:
o Clean the devices and apparatuses, including their housing enclosures with disinfectants with
each use once before and once after usage.
o Consider using contactless or at-a-distance biometric systems, e.g., contactless fingerprint
capture devices, or face, iris, and other contactless biometrics.
o Reduce contact time and apply social distancing measures between and among operators and
capture subjects.

9. Conclusion
In this position paper a number of technological options have been discussed. Some could be implemented in the
short term while others can only be deployed in the mid- to long-term. Some of these options may not be currently
compliant with the European data privacy practice and legal framework and are therefore may not be suitable for
immediate deployment. Table 1 summarises all options and provides an assessment.
Section
Suggested technology

Time range

Mode

Purpose:
addressing

Infrastructure
needed

Likely
increase of
privacy
impact
(subject to full
privacy and
data
protection
impact
assessment)

4.1
3D face recognition

Medium term

pro-active
and
re-active
pro-active
and
re-active

PAD.

no

Low

4.1
Thermal face recognition

Medium term

no

medium to
high

yes

Low

re-active

PAD.
Detect
infected in
times of
pandemic.
PADrobustness
supports
corridors
Terror

4.2
Iris and periocular recognition

Medium term

pro-active
and
re-active

4.3
Soft biometric recognition

Medium term

no

Low

4.4
Contactless fingerprint
recognition
4.4
Contactless vein recognition

Short term

pro-active

Pandemic

no

Low

Medium term

pro-active

Pandemic

yes

Medium

4.5.
Multimodal contactless
biometric corridor

Medium term

pro-active

no

Low

4.6
Presentation attack detection

Short term

pro-active

Seamless
operation,
improved
performance
Migration
Terror

no

Low

4.6
Morphing attack detection

Long term

pro-active

Migration
Terror

no

Low

4.7
Self-registration

Medium term

pro-active

Pandemic
Migration

yes

Medium
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4.8
Privacy preserving solutions

Medium term

pro-active

PET

yes

Low

5.1
Birth certificates and UN
based registration
5.2
Identity document validation

Long term

pro-active

Migration

yes

Low

Short term

pro-active

Migration
Terror

yes

Low

5.3.
Digital traveller credential

Short term

pro-active

Migration
Terror

yes

Low

5.4
Digital Green Certificates
5.5.
FIDO2 and PKI

Medium term

pro-active

Pandemic

yes

Medium

Short term

pro-active

PET

Low

6.
Smartphone tracking of
suspects
7.1.
Number plate recognition

Short term

Terror
Terror

yes

high

7.2.
Car and subject tracking

Medium term

Pandemic
Terror

yes

high

7.3.
Detecting attacks with large
goods vehicles

Short term

pro-active
and
re-active
pro-active
and
re-active
pro-active
and
re-active
pro-active

yes
establish link
to FIDO PKI
yes

Terror

no

Low

Short term

very high

Table 1: Summary of discussed technology.
Section refers to the description in earlier sections of this document.
Time range of the implementation of discussed technology (short-term, mid-term, long-term)
Mode serving as pro-active or as re-active measure
Purpose indicating the purpose of the control measures addressing a reason for current border control
(migration, terror, pandemic) and the meta-goals (privacy enhancing technology PET, enhancing security
by PAD)
Infrastructure does the measures require a (non-existing) local or central infrastructure
Likely increase of privacy impact on our European privacy culture (none, low, medium, high, very
high). This is based on an ad-hoc discussion and is by no means replacing a full prior privacy and data
protection impact assessment, which must be addressed, before any suggested technology is
deployed.
Privacy preserving measures as suggested in Section 4.8 should accompany all biometric data processing.
Under the assumption that neither a ph sical nor an electronic border control ( biometric corridor ) is desired or
could be implemented, then the suggested measures are limited to the following:
5.1 Birth certificates and UN based registration as pro-active steps towards United Nations Sustainable Development
Goal 16.9 (UN-SDG 16.9)
7.3. Preventing attacks with large goods vehicles by on-car prior registration of authorized drivers (pro-active
measure) to prevent high-jacking of vehicles.

In addition, if the presence of existing and widespread sensor regional infrastructure (e.g., smart cameras, mobilenetwork cell) is utilised, the following measures are possible and can support police investigations, and the
recorded data being interlinked and correlated in a post-terror evaluation:
4.1 3D face recognition for re-active forensic investigations (post-terror incident)
4.1 Thermal face recognition for re-active forensic investigations in poor illumination (post-terror incident)
4.2 Iris and periocular recognition for re-active forensic investigations under a masked face scenario (post-terror
incident)
4.3 Soft biometric recognition for re-active forensic investigations (post-terror incident)
4.7 Self-registration for travellers as pro-active prevention of un-controlled migration and pandemic spread
(voluntarily participation)
4.8 Privacy preserving solutions for pseudonymous solutions for infrastructure (i.e., database) implementations
6. Smartphone tracking of suspects in a post-terror incident investigation
7.1. Number plate recognition as re-active forensic investigations (post-terror incident)

Directly related to technological innovation of biometric systems, and ethical and legal considerations of use, is
knowledge and understanding of deployment and operation. Systems will perform sub-optimally if they are not
appropriately deployed or operated, or outputs/system decisions are interpreted incorrectly. Training on system
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design, use and interpretation for stakeholders, including managers, systems designers, procurers, and field officers
(amongst others) is vital to ensure both technological accuracy and safeguards for correct and appropriate
operation. The EAB has a programme of training and education designed directly to address requests from such
stakeholders, covering both fundamental and advanced topics on biometric technology operation, ethical and legal
design and emerging solutions. Furthermore, EAB is able to deliver bespoke events drawn from its membership of
experts to ensure that any deployment is optimised.
Returning to the triangle in Figure 1 it seems that an in-between scenario is needed and possible. Seamless travel,
without tracking of unsuspected travellers that present no threat, and with minimum control such as to protect the
public from the spread of infection and security threats can be achieved by a judicious implementation of technology
with full regard to legal safeguards.
Biometrics will continue to have a strong impact on the security of European borders and other governmental and
commercial applications. In order to ensure compliance with European Data Protection principles, Privacy
Enhancing Technologies that are available should be deployed. As for all technology, biometric technology should
be carefully implemented, tested, and certified. A pro-active and cognizant approach could foster awareness among
the citizens and policymakers, as well as contribute to minimising potential negative effects and perception of
biometric technology and innovation by individuals and society as a whole. The European Commission is
encouraged to continue and expand its support for research and development in the field of biometric and privacyenhancing technologies, industrial follow-ups, the adoption and deployment of ISO/IEC standards as well as its
interaction with the European Association for Biometrics which continues to play an important role to foster a shared
understanding of security and mobility challenges and their solutions.
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Annex 4.a Face recognition under the influence of masks and mobile face
recognition
Face recognition is, amongst others, vulnerable to occlusions. Facial masks or coverings have long been used
terrorists to hide their identit
hen committing crimes. According to NIST s recent evaluation [NISTFRVT], it was
observed that the algorithm accuracy with masked faces declined substantially across all algorithms.
Unsurprisingl , the authors further observed that the more of the nose a mask covers, the lo er the algorithm s
accuracy.
For 1:1 comparison, based on NIST s findings, it is recommended that henever possible, a face mask or covering
should be removed to allow a face recognition system to operate normally. When this is not possible, a higher false
rejection rate (FRR) is expected. By adjusting the threshold appropriate, the FRR can be reduced; however, this is
done at the expense of an increased False Acceptance Rate (FAR). Since each face recognition may behave
differently, it is advisable that the system is subject to systematic testing to inform the trade-off that is deemed
acceptable.
For face video surveillance, the system must operate with face masks and coverings, thus reducing its
effectiveness. A higher false alarm rate and miss detection rate are expected. Alternative imaging solutions based
on thermal or infrared red imaging could be considered; but these remain active research topics.
In addition to face biometrics, alternative biometric approaches such as iris recognition using mobile devices with
visible light, periocular recognition (i.e., features around the eyes), soft biometrics such as age, gender ethnicity as
complementary features, and voice biometrics can be considered [Gomez2021]. These modalities are considered
in the context of using mobile devices hence mobile biometrics, which are important solutions for law enforcement
officers ho need to verif people s identit in the field.
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